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North Hinksey Parish Council response to West Way Redevelopment Proposal by Doric 

Properties P13/V2733/FUL 

Executive summary 

North Hinksey Parish Council Planning Committee acknowledges the need for updating and in 

some cases replacing buildings on the development site, and welcomes proportionate proposals 

to achieve improvements that will benefit those who live and work in the area. However, we 

believe that in general the proposals put forward by Doric Properties are, overall, out of 

proportion, and will have a detrimental effect on the character of the area and add to existing 

traffic problems. We list below those Material Planning Considerations that should lead to the 

current proposals being rejected, in the hope that a revised scheme can be brought forward that 

more accurately reflects the local role of the centre and accords with the character of the 

neighbourhood. 

Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2011 Policy GS1 refers to Botley as one of five main 

settlements “which are designated as local service centres and are defined by the 

development boundaries on the proposals map”. Doric Properties’ documents throughout 

refer to “Botley District Centre”, also contradicting the Draft 2029 Local Plan and Core Policy 

8i. Field House, Vale House and the bungalows are not part of its “well-integrated mix of shops 

and services to meet day-to-day shopping needs of the local community”, and any possible 

updating or redevelopment should therefore be undertaken as a separate issue, by negotiation 

with the owners. 

Policy GS5 states – “Within existing settlements development will only be permitted if it 

makes efficient use of land and buildings and provided it would not result in: (i) the loss of 

an important local facility; (ii) harm to the site and its surroundings; or (iii) a poor quality 

environment for those who live in, work in, or visit the Vale”.    

The lack of any provision in the plans for continued operation by retailers while the proposed 

redevelopment takes place will almost certainly mean that the important local facility will be 

lost due to migration of customers to other retail sites, from which it will be difficult to attract 

them back. 

Policy GS10 states – “New development will only be permitted in locations where the need 

to travel, particularly by car, can be minimised or where it is specifically provided for by 

other policies in this plan. Development which would generate significant levels of traffic 

will not be permitted where travel by modes other than the private car is not available or 

cannot be provided for effectively”. NPPF paragraph 34 states:   “Plans and decisions 

should ensure developments that generate significant movement are located where the need to 

travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes can be maximised”. A 

majority of the increased business is predicted to come from outside of the Botley/Cumnor 

areas.  Botley is only well connected by public transport to central Oxford, therefore travel to 

the site will be primarily by car and hence the development contradicts these policies.  

Policy CF1 states – “Proposals involving the loss of land or buildings in community use 

which, in terms of their location, physical characteristics and accessibility, are considered 
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suitable to meet identified community needs will not be permitted, unless: (i) adequate, 

appropriate, alternative provision sufficient to accommodate the loss is included as part of 

the proposal, or (ii) sufficient convenient provision is already available elsewhere”. All the 

current shops are easily accessible on a level from West Way, Westminster Way and Arthray 

Road, and the existing car parks, without the need for steps. The proposed piazza/plaza is only 

accessible from West Way on foot up a series of steps. The covered car park proposed is not 

overlooked and may well be considered unfriendly and threatening, particularly after dark, 

leading to parking in adjacent streets at some distance from the development, to the 

disadvantage of local residents. If Field House is to be part of the development, the failure to 

provide replacement accommodation with similar types and numbers of units, and close to the 

shops is a further contravention of this policy, at a time when care for the elderly and physically 

disadvantaged is recognised as an increasing problem and responsibility for society. 

DC1 – “Development will be permitted provided that: (i) it is of a high quality and 

inclusive design such that the layout, scale, mass, height, detailing, materials use and its 

relationship to adjoining buildings and open space do not adversely affect those attributes 

that make a positive contribution to the character of the locality; (ii) it takes into account 

local distinctiveness and character either in a modern or a traditional interpretation”. 

The proposed development is out of line with the 2- and 3-storey brick buildings in a semi-rural 

setting characteristic of Botley. The proposed multi-storey buildings along West Way are out of 

scale, mass and height with adjacent buildings and homes opposite, unlike Elms Parade. The 

design is poor with random blocking of the facades and a variety of uncoordinated surface 

treatments. 

DC5 – Proposals for development will only be permitted provided that: (ii) the road 

network can accommodate the traffic arising from the development without causing 

safety, congestion or environmental problems; (iv) adequate and safe provision will be 

made for parking vehicles and cycles.   

West Way and the A34 are regularly congested to the point of gridlock. With sales of 

convenience goods through the retail units estimated to approximately triple, and the number of 

additional non-local purchasers massively outnumbering the number of locals transferring 

purchases to the new development (see the section on overdevelopment for details) there will 

inevitably be more vehicles travelling on the roads around the site, worsening what is already an 

unsatisfactory situation. In Doric’s Transport Assessment it is suggested that there would only 

be a minimal increase in traffic at times on some roads immediately surrounding the site and an 

actual decrease of traffic on some other local roads. This apparent decrease has been achieved 

by a number of questionable assumptions, such as removing an estimated figure for extant office 

traffic from the equation, and assuming that there would be less infill comparison goods 

purchases post-development than currently. Table 3.7 in the Air Quality Assessment, however, 

shows a significant increase of traffic over the whole day in all the nearby locations. West Way 

around Seacourt Tower shows around 50% increase over present traffic levels due to the new 

development and Westminster Way an even more worrying 111% increase. 
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Additionally there are already concerns about the levels of pollution and no details are given of 

the security measures for the car park.  

DC9 – Development will not be permitted if it would unacceptably harm the amenities of 

neighbouring properties and the wider environment in terms of: (i) loss of privacy, 

daylight or sunlight; (ii) dominance or visual intrusion; (iii) noise or vibration; etc. 

The multi-storey buildings on the West Way frontage will overlook those on the northern side of 

the road, and dominate the scene. The proposed student accommodation will overlook 

residential houses on the north side of the road, and houses on the north side of Arthray Road. 

Noise from unsupervised student blocks may disturb neighbours on all sides. 

Policy S1 states – Proposals for new retail development or changes of use to retail will be 

permitted in the following locations provided they are in keeping with the scale and 

character of the area concerned and would not create unacceptable traffic or 

environmental problems: (ii) within the local shopping centres at Abingdon, Botley, 

Faringdon, Grove and Wantage as defined on the proposals map subject to policies S12 

and TR6 (the retention of public car parking spaces). The large supermarket is not in 

keeping with the scale and character of the area concerned and will worsen existing traffic 

problems.   (See also DC5) 

Policy S12 states – Within the existing local shopping centres at Abingdon, Botley, 

Faringdon, Grove and Wantage as defined on the proposals map, changes of use from 

class A1 (retail) to classes A2 and A3 will only be permitted if: (i) the proposal would not 

individually or cumulatively with other existing non-retail uses, cause demonstrable harm 

to the function, character or appearance of the shopping centre concerned; (ii) the 

proposal would add to the range and variety of goods and services available to the local 

residents; and (iii) there would be no demonstrable harm caused to the living conditions of 

any neighbouring residents in terms of noise, cooking smells or general disturbance. 

There is no assurance that existing retailers will be able or be able to afford to return to provide 

the variety of goods and services which local residents currently enjoy. There are concerns about 

the possible noise and general disturbance from unsupervised student residences. 

H1 – Land will be made available in accordance with policies H2-H9 below to enable the 

structure plan housing requirements to 2011 to be met. 

Provision of more residential accommodation would help to reduce the Vale’s existing deficit in 

provision of housing. The proposed provision of over 500 student rooms on the Botley 

Shopping Centre site is not included in the Local Plan 2011, and therefore contravenes it and 

VWHLP 2029 Pt1 Core Policy 8ii, which states that the upgrading of the Botley central area 

will be supported provided that “effective and proportionate use is made of development 

potential above ground level and on more peripheral parts of the site for a mix of uses 

including, but not limited to, office, community, residential, hotel and leisure facilities”.  
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The proposed development is objected to under the following Material Considerations: 

Over-development 

Overlooking 

Character of area 

Scale and bulk resulting in loss of light 

Noise 

Smell 

Traffic generation, parking and safety 

Materials 

Crime and community safety 

National Planning Policy Framework 

 

The following issues relating to Doric’s justification of the scale of retail elements of the 

development (as detailed primarily in the Retail and Leisure Statement) impact on several of the 

above Material Considerations, particularly over-development and traffic generation. 

 

• Doric state a catchment area of c.16,000 ‘locals’ within Zones 1 and 2 (including 

Kennington) as identified in  their July 2013 retail survey, but also a completely different 

second catchment area in their Design Statement consisting of 17,500 ‘locals’ including areas 

of West and Central Oxford (Jericho).  

• The low sample sizes and heavily skewed demographics of the respondents in the July 2013 

retail survey make the resultant data unreliable for drawing any robust conclusions. 

• There are major data integrity issues, with a number of instances of inconsistent data and 

questionable assumptions leading to misleading conclusions (e.g. the stated uplift of 

comparison goods purchases of £17.5m appears incorrect (£14.1m being the likely correct 

figure), a surprising decrease in infill comparison goods sales post development is 

unexplained, and a 60%/40% mix of convenience to comparison goods in superstores appears 

extremely unlikely when a 75%/25% mix reflects the average local position). 

• Based on Doric’s per capita spend by Zone the forecast £38.2m sales of convenience goods 

in the new development equates to 19,000 to 25,000 people buying 100% of their 

convenience goods here, a considerably higher figure than either of Doric’s stated catchment 

areas of ‘locals’. The forecasted 70% retention rate for Botley/Cumnor residents would still 

require a massive 12,000 to 16,000 non-locals travelling to Botley from outside the area 

and buying all of their convenience goods here (i.e. an uplift of c.9,000 to 14,000 people) .  

 
 

Further details of the objections are given below. 
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Detailed Objections 

The present West Way centre comprises: 

• A row of small shops (Elms Parade) with flats above them, built in the 1930’s and generally 

well maintained by the Howse family, who own them and the parking in front and some 

behind them. 

• A shopping precinct, owned by the Vale of White Horse District Council and built in the 

1960’s, with a variety of small retailers, including three small supermarkets (Co-op, Iceland 

and Tesco), and flats above them. Although there is some shelter in front of the shops, most 

of the circulation area is open to the weather. Due to an ongoing lack of maintenance by the 

owners, the precinct in general is in poor repair. 

• A 5-storey (Elms Court) and a 4-storey office block (West Way House), which have had 

few occupants for some time. 

• A 2-storey office block, with parking beneath it at street level, formerly occupied by Grant 

Thornton’s, but vacant for c.2 years. 

• Botley Baptist Church, an ageing 1960’s building on land which it owns, which is in poor 

repair. The Church premises also include a small hall, and some adjacent parking. 

• Seacourt Hall, a 1960’s community hall, leased from the Vale by North Hinksey Parish 

Council on a lease which still has several years to run. 

• Three open public car parks, one to the west, one to the east, and a private one in front of 

Elms Parade. All of these are on the same level as the shops, and parking is free for 3 hours. 

Immediately to the west of the centre is the Parish Church of St.Peter and St.Paul, its church 

hall, and office accommodation, most of which is taken up by Barclays. 

Redevelopment Proposal by Doric Properties P13/V2733/FUL 

Material Planning Considerations 

Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2011 

Until a new Local Plan is agreed, this remains valid. The proposal appears to be in conflict with 

the following policies contained in this document: 

GS1 – which refers to Botley as one of five main settlements “which are designated as local 

service centres and are defined by the development boundaries on the proposals map”. 

The Draft Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2029 Part 1: Strategic Sites and Policies 

(Consultation Draft February 2013, referred to below as VWHLP 2029 Pt 1) in Core Policy 8i 

states that development will be supported if “taken as a whole, the proposals support and are 

appropriately scaled to the role and function of Botley as a Local Service Centre providing a 
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well-integrated mix of shops and services to meet day-to-day shopping needs of the local area”. 

This raises two issues: 

(1) Doric properties consistently and incorrectly refer to “Botley District Centre” and a 

“District Centre for West Oxford”, not a Local Service Centre. 

 

(2) The map accompanying Core Policy 8 excludes St. Peter and St. Paul Church and associated 

buildings, but includes Field House, Vale House and bungalows associated with them as part of 

Botley Local Service Centre. These buildings, to the west of the church, are nothing to do with 

the functions of a Local Service Centre, but provide valuable sheltered accommodation (Field 

House and bungalows) and private accommodation (Vale House was recently converted into 

flats by a private developer). 

It is therefore clear that the brief to which Doric Properties have worked contradicts the 

Local Plan. Any possible updating or redevelopment of Field House, Vale House and the 

bungalows should therefore be undertaken as a separate issue from the main Local Service 

Centre, by negotiation with the owners.  

It has been suggested that Botley Local Service Centre should in fact be considered as a District 

Retail Centre, and Doric Properties are clearly intending the proposed development to serve 

areas outside the development boundaries on the proposals map. This being the case, then its 

relationship to other local retail areas needs to be considered. These include 

• the Seacourt Retail Park, which has a history of under-occupancy, and which is currently 

being redeveloped to include some 11 retail units, only three of which appear to have 

actual or prospective tenants 

• a range of retail outlets to the south of the Botley Road, including a food supermarket 

(Aldi) which is popular with many local residents 

• the proposed conversion of the ex-MFI site on the north side of Botley Road to a food 

supermarket operated by a company (Waitrose) that has no other near branches 

The low numbers of residents in the area immediately adjacent to these retail areas, due to 

building constraints on the flood plain raise questions about the likely viability of a further 

major supermarket, especially as any additional business is expected to come from other parts of 

Oxford, which can only be reached by a 2- or 3-mile journey around the ring road. With no 

buses that connect Botley to any part of Oxford except through central Oxford, these journeys 

will have to be undertaken by car, which is not sustainable. 

GS5 – “Within existing settlements development will only be permitted if it makes efficient 

use of land and buildings and provided it would not result in: (i) the loss of an important 

local facility; (ii) harm to the site and its surroundings; or (iii) a poor quality environment 

for those who live in, work in, or visit the Vale”.    

The lack of any provision for continued operation by retailers while the proposed redevelopment 

takes place will almost certainly mean that the important local facility, much appreciated by 
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those who use it, will be lost due to migration of customers to other retail sites, from which it 

will be difficult to attract them back. 

GS10 – “New development will only be permitted in locations where the need to travel, 

particularly by car, can be minimised or where it is specifically provided for by other 

policies in this plan. Development which would generate significant levels of traffic will not 

be permitted where travel by modes other than the private car is not available or cannot 

be provided for effectively”.  

Paragraph 34 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that “Plans and 

decisions should ensure developments that generate significant movement are located where the 

need to travel will be minimised and the use of sustainable transport modes can be maximised”. 

The proposed large supermarket is designed to increase business substantially, and it is admitted 

that it is intended that this business will come from North, South and East Oxford. Travel from 

these areas to Botley by public transport involves a change of bus, and the fastest and therefore 

most attractive means of reaching Botley will be by car, using the A34 and ring road. The 

proposed increase in parking spaces is in line with this view. The proposed development 

therefore contradicts policy GS10 and NPPF; those who live in these areas have many 

alternative retail outlets within a three-mile radius, raising doubts about the likelihood of such an 

increase in business. The amount of extra business from West Oxford is likely to be small or 

negative, with the proposed Waitrose store opening on the MFI site on the Botley Road. The 

presumed removal of the three existing small supermarkets (Iceland, Co-op and Tesco) will 

remove competition and available choice on site, and there is already a low-cost competitor 

(Aldi) within walking distance, which is known to be popular with many potential and actual 

users of the Botley shopping centre.   

CF1 – “Proposals involving the loss of land or buildings in community use which, in terms 

of their location, physical characteristics and accessibility, are considered suitable to meet 

identified community needs will not be permitted, unless: (i) adequate, appropriate, 

alternative provision sufficient to accommodate the loss is included as part of the proposal, 

or (ii) sufficient convenient provision is already available elsewhere”. 

The proposed replacement retail facilities represent a loss in terms of accessibility: all the 

current shops are easily accessible on a level from West Way, Westminster Way and Arthray 

Road, and the existing car parks, without the need for steps. The proposed piazza/plaza is only 

accessible from West Way on foot up a series of steps. The covered car park proposed is not 

overlooked and may well be considered unfriendly and threatening, particularly after dark, 

leading to parking in adjacent streets at some distance from the development, to the 

disadvantage of local residents. 

If Field House is considered part of the development, the failure to provide accommodation 

similar in type and number of units, and close to the shops (a feature valued by residents) 

represents a particularly serious contravention, at a time when care for the elderly and physically 

disadvantaged is recognised as an increasing problem and responsibility for society. 
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This policy (para 9.13) also states that “the Council will wish to ensure that the proposal will not 

have an adverse effect on the amenities of nearby residents, the occupiers of surrounding 

buildings or the local environment by, for example, causing noise, car parking or highway safety 

problems or by their use during unsociable hours”. The lack of any indication of how behaviour 

of the 500+ students will be managed in the absence of interest by either Oxford or Oxford 

Brookes University in the development gives rise to concern under this heading. This is an 

ongoing problem in East Oxford and Headington. 

DC1 – “Development will be permitted provided that: (i) it is of a high quality and 

inclusive design such that the layout, scale, mass, height, detailing, materials use and its 

relationship to adjoining buildings and open space do not adversely affect those attributes 

that make a positive contribution to the character of the locality; (ii) it takes into account 

local distinctiveness and character either in a modern or a traditional interpretation”. 

The character of Botley is generally of 2- and 3-storey brick buildings in a semi-rural setting. 

Part of the housing on West Way opposite the site, plus houses in Elms Road and Poplar Road 

were built in 1910-12, with the majority of the other houses adjacent to the site following in the 

1920s and 1930s. This period dominates the look of central Botley and could be described as its 

distinctive, defining character, with Elms Parade shops and the Seacourt Bridge pub opposite 

also appearing in the 1930s. 

Exceptions to this such as the office buildings West Way House and Elms Court (both of which 

is it proposed to demolish) are widely agreed to be out of character, as are the recent 

developments of flats at 98-100 West Way and on the corner of Arthray Road and Westminster 

Way. The proposed multi-storey buildings along West Way are out of scale, mass and height 

with adjacent buildings and homes opposite. The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul and associated 

office and hall makes a natural architectural transition from the shopping centre to the 

residential areas to the west. It is therefore particularly inappropriate to re-introduce the 

commercial multi-storey style proposed for the main centre to the west of the church. Elms 

Parade is fully in keeping with the local character of Botley. The buildings designed to replace it 

are not. The style is undistinguished, careful design having been replaced by random blocking of 

the facades and a variety of uncoordinated surface treatments. 

In the Design Statement, page 36, on Scale and Massing it states: “The commercial requirement 

of the project, and in particular the nature of uses such as the cinema, necessitates buildings that 

are generally larger in scale than the immediate surroundings. The design recognises the 

juxtaposition of these elements and the need to complement the existing surroundings. The 

larger facades will be addressed and carefully articulated and buffer zones of development of 

appropriate scale will be provided”. These buffer zones are not particularly apparent at first 

sight. Where, for example, is the buffer zone on the West Way frontage? 

 

DC5 – Proposals for development will only be permitted provided that: (ii) the road 

network can accommodate the traffic arising from the development without causing 

safety, congestion or environmental problems; (iv) adequate and safe provision will be 

made for parking vehicles and cycles.   
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It is clear that for the commercial success of the development increased footfall will be required. 

While there may be some reduction in travel outside Botley by those who use the new 

supermarket instead, many of these are likely to continue to use the car as their chosen means of 

access to the new centre. Most of the increase in footfall is planned to be from those who, as 

noted above, are likely to use the car. The existing road network, comprising West Way and its 

extensions in both directions, including the A34, are regularly congested to the point of gridlock. 

The additional traffic generated by the supermarket can only worsen what is already an 

unsatisfactory situation. There are already concerns about the levels of pollution. 

No details are given of the security measures for the car park. The lack of overlooking may 

encourage crime if 24/7 surveillance is not provided. It is to be expected that the proposed hotel 

will require an even higher degree of security, possibly with controlled access, for its guests, but 

no indication is given of how this will be provided. There is a lack of detail of how and where 

secure cycle parking will be provided. 

DC9 – Development will not be permitted if it would unacceptably harm the amenities of 

neighbouring properties and the wider environment in terms of: (i) loss of privacy, 

daylight or sunlight; (ii) dominance or visual intrusion; (iii) noise or vibration; etc. 

The multi-storey buildings on the West Way frontage will overlook those on the northern side of 

the road, and in winter block out sunlight. They will dominate the scene. The claim that these 

buildings will provide a high street atmosphere ignore the general absence of similar buildings 

on the northern side of West Way, and the fact that West Way is a four-lane highway with a 

high number of passing vehicles, that is often congested. Moving the building line closer to the 

carriageway is claimed by the developer to improve the frontage; however, most passing traffic 

is not concerned with shopping at the centre, and those who are familiar with the shopping 

centre already know where it is, and how to access it. The pavement in front of the shops will be 

much less attractive for general and casual use (e.g. outdoor café tables) in terms of pollution, 

noise and disturbance than at present.  

Those parts of the West Way frontage which are destined for student accommodation will 

overlook residential houses on the north side of the road. Similarly, the 4- and 5-storey student 

blocks will overlook houses on the north side of Arthray Road. Noise from unsupervised student 

blocks may disturb neighbours on all sides. 

S1 – Proposals for new retail development or changes of use to retail will be permitted in 

the following locations provided they are in keeping with the scale and character of the 

area concerned and would not create unacceptable traffic or environmental problems: (ii) 

within the local shopping centres at Abingdon, Botley, Faringdon, Grove and Wantage as 

defined on the proposals map subject to policies S12 and TR6 (the retention of public car 

parking spaces). 

As noted above, the construction of a large supermarket is not in keeping with the scale and 

character of the area concerned and will almost certainly worsen existing traffic problems. 

S12 – Within the existing local shopping centres at Abingdon, Botley, Faringdon, Grove 

and Wantage as defined on the proposals map, changes of use from class A1 (retail) to 
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classes A2 and A3 will only be permitted if: (i) the proposal would not individually or 

cumulatively with other existing non-retail uses, cause demonstrable harm to the function, 

character or appearance of the shopping centre concerned; (ii) the proposal would add to 

the range and variety of goods and services available to the local residents; and (iii) there 

would be no demonstrable harm caused to the living conditions of any neighbouring 

residents in terms of noise, cooking smells or general disturbance. 

As currently proposed the development process will start by the complete elimination of the 

shopping centre and its functions. There is no assurance that existing retailers will be able or be 

able to afford to return to provide the variety of goods and services which local residents 

currently enjoy. There are concerns about the possible noise and general disturbance from 

unsupervised student residences. 

H1 – Land will be made available in accordance with policies H2-H9 below to enable the 

structure plan housing requirements to 2011 to be met. 

Provision of more residential accommodation would help to reduce the Vale’s existing deficit in 

provision of housing. The proposed provision of over 500 student rooms on the Botley 

Shopping Centre site is not included in the Local Plan 2011, and therefore contravenes it, as it 

can hardly be considered as part of a local service centre. Furthermore, VWHLP 2029 Pt1 Core 

Policy 8ii states that the upgrading of the Botley central area will be supported provided that 

“effective and proportionate use is made of development potential above ground level and on 

more peripheral parts of the site for a mix of uses including, but not limited to, office, 

community, residential, hotel and leisure facilities”. The preponderance of student 

accommodation proposed is unlikely to provide a stable community or a social mix that will 

“take ownership” of their immediate surroundings. It is surprising that no account has been 

taken of the urgent need for more family and affordable housing within the Vale and elsewhere, 

to provide a more balanced mix of uses.  

Amenity considerations – overlooking 

While overlooking from the 5-storey buildings proposed along Westminster Way opposite the 

A34 may be of relatively little concern, those proposed along West Way with a building line 

much closer to the road than the existing Elms Parade, and the student accommodation blocks 

stretching back to the south, will overlook the north side of West Way and the rear of houses in 

Arthray Road respectively. 

Amenity considerations – over-development 

The provision of a single large supermarket might be justified if it were to replace food 

shopping that Botley residents currently undertake elsewhere. This assumption ignores brand 

preferences, the existing considerable use of three successful smaller supermarkets (Co-op, 

Iceland and Tesco) which may be unable to compete, thus reducing consumer choice, and the 

presence of the existing Aldi food supermarket opposite the Seacourt Park and Ride, which has 

its own outdoor car parking at shop level. The likely arrival of a Waitrose supermarket on the 

old MFI site will introduce a further popular brand which has no other stores within a 3-mile 
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radius. Both Waitrose and Aldi have convenient bus stops with routes that provide regular 

services to the West Way Centre’s main catchment areas, and car parking. 

Introduction of a large number of student rooms, a number equivalent to a whole new Oxford 

college, to an area which has relatively few students living in it, is clearly over-development, 

particularly when neither University has shown any interest in the student accommodation. 

Please see further analysis of some of the over-development issues at Appendix A 

 

Amenity considerations – character of area 

Botley is essentially a low-rise, semi-rural residential area, with mostly two-storey buildings and 

some bungalows.  Part of the housing on West Way opposite the site, plus houses in Elms Road 

and Poplar Road were built in 1910-12, with the majority of the other houses adjacent to the site 

following in the 1920s and 1930s. This period dominates the look of central Botley and could be 

described as its distinctive, defining character, with Elms Parade shops and the Seacourt Bridge 

pub opposite also appearing in the 1930s.  Blocks of flats recently constructed in an 

undistinguished semi-modern style at the corner of Arthray Road and Westminster Way and at 

98-100 West Way (and soon at 102-104 West Way) are totally out of character, and widely 

reviled by those who live locally. The multi-storey development proposed is even more out of 

character, and more appropriate to a city centre. VWHLP 2029 Pt1 Core Policy 8iv states 

“proposals will not harm the character or appearance of the Botley central area, and will not 

cause unacceptable harm to the amenities of nearby residents”. While a well-designed multi-

storey development on the corner of Westminster Way, overlooking the A34 may be acceptable, 

it more properly belongs to the Seacourt Retail Park on the other side, with its flagship Seacourt 

Tower. The claim by the developers that they are “giving Botley the High Street it never had” is 

ludicrous, considering the extra noise, pollution and lack of parking along the proposed West 

Way frontage, and contrasts with the existing parking in front of Elms Parade, which also serves 

to partially shield the shops from the traffic noise and pollution from the four-lane carriageway, 

often filled with stationary vehicles. The proposed piazza design is a poor replacement for the 

existing small shopping mall, with no shelter for shoppers and still retaining an axis in line with 

the prevailing wind. Predictably, the architects’ impressions give no idea of what is would be 

like in a rainstorm. An opportunity for a covered shopping area has been missed.  

 

Amenity considerations – scale and bulk resulting in loss of light   

The bulk of the buildings fronting West Way, being much taller and closer to the road, will 

cause serious loss of direct sunlight, particularly to buildings on the north side of West Way. 

Amenity considerations – noise 

The lack of any firm arrangements for formal control of the student accommodation may well 

give rise to disturbances, which is why most undergraduate accommodation is normally strictly 

controlled by universities. With no academic institution taking responsibility for the students 

housed in the 500-odd rooms, late-night noise from parties etc may well be objectionable to 

others. It should be noted that the living habits and requirements of undergraduates, graduates, 

postgraduates and postdoctoral researchers differ considerably, and segregation of the various 

groups is normally considered desirable.  
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Amenity considerations – smell 

While it is to be hoped that the sewage system will be able to cope with effluent from some 500 

extra dwellings, this has not been taken into account. The junction of Westminster Way and 

West Way is notorious for foul sewage odours, believed to come from a septic tank or other 

holding vessel associated with Nursery Close alongside. 

Amenity considerations – traffic generation, parking and safety 

Traffic generation  

Claims that the proposed development will have little or no effect on traffic in the area are 

untenable: 

• A majority of the new business required for the large supermarket is predicted to come from 

outside the area. Botley is well connected by public transport to central Oxford, where there 

are many competing retail outlets, but is poorly connected to other parts of Oxford. Those 

who travel to Botley from north, south and east Oxford will be most likely to use cars, 

almost certainly using the already crowded ring road/A34. With sales of convenience 

through the retail units estimated to approximately triple, and additional non-local (Zone 1) 

purchasers massively outnumbering locals transferring purchases to the new development (a 

minimum of c.9,000 up to a possible c.14,000 additional inflow vs. less than 3,000 locals 

transferring - see the section on overdevelopment for details), logic dictates that there will 

inevitably be more vehicles travelling on the roads around the site. In Doric’s Transport 

Assessment the impact of this additional traffic has been somewhat glossed over and 

underestimated, with the suggestion that there would only be a minimal increase in traffic at 

times on some roads immediately surrounding the site and an actual decrease of traffic on 

some other local roads. 

 

• Table 3 appended to this document highlights the forecast increase in traffic per day on a 

selection of the key road sections around the site.  It shows heavily increased traffic levels, 

particularly on West Way around Seacourt Tower (over 50% increase) and on Westminster 

Way (around 111% increase). 

 

• With no information about the “students” for whom the accommodation is to be provided, it 

is not credible that many will not want or need to have cars. Undergraduates at Oxford and 

Oxford Brookes are not normally allowed to have cars, but neither university has shown 

interest in the proposed accommodation, and other educational establishments for students 

of similar ages do not have comparable or enforceable rules. Such rules will be even more 

difficult to enforce for graduates. Postgraduates and research officers, for whom some of 

the accommodation may be intended, and for which there is a clear demand, are most 

unlikely to accept any restrictions on vehicle ownership. The types of accommodation 

required for these different groups, particularly their needs for common social areas and 

cooking facilities, are different, and not easily interchangeable.   

• The proposed hotel will not be viable without its own, probably gated, parking, and its 

customers are likely to contribute to traffic flows at exactly the existing peak times, 

exacerbating the existing gridlock situations. 
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A further increase in traffic along West Way and Westminster Way will be caused by closing 

off the access to the site from Arthray Road. This is currently well used by those residents living 

to the south of West Way and west of the A34, including a further 400 or so who will be living 

in the Lime Road development “Harcourt Place”, which has been designed as a car-based 

dormitory suburb. 

Relevant sections of the Oxfordshire County Council Local Transport Plan 2011-30 include:  

(1) Policy SD1 of the plan states that:  

i. the location and layout of new developments minimise the need for travel and can be served 

by high quality public transport, cycling and walking facilities;  

ii. developers promote sustainable travel for all journeys associated with new development, 

especially those to work and education, and;  

iii. the traffic from new development can be accommodated safely and efficiently on the 

transport network.  

 

(2) Chapter 13, p10, Figure 13.3 shows clearly the main traffic issues.  Traffic congestion is 

of particular concern during peak hours. One of the worst areas for congestion during peak 

hours is along West Way in front of the development site and past Seacourt Tower, continuing 

along Botley Road into Oxford and along the slip road to the A34 / A420 junction roundabout. 

This situation is usually worst during the morning rush hour when the traffic is queuing along 

the whole length of Botley Road and backed up along the A34, plus along West Way beyond the 

Cumnor Hill / Eynsham Road junction. This situation will only get worse following the 

completion of significant additional housing being built on the Tilbury Lane and Lime Road 

sites even before the effects of a new retail development site are taken into consideration. There 

are also numerous mentions of the A34/ A420 junction including the slip road to West Way / 

Botley Road as being a key junction already operating at capacity and due to get worse. 

 

(3) The following point is made in Appendix A relating to A420 traffic: 

 

Paragraph A1.86 of Appendix A shows that the amount of traffic approaching Botley from the 

west is likely to increase significantly. A number of developments are planned or being built at  

Farmoor, Eynsham, Grove, Wantage and Faringdon, potentially increasing traffic along Cumnor 

Hill, Eynsham Road, West Way and at its junction with the slip road to the A34. 

 

Parking 

The parking as presented is poorly defined: 

• The plans assume that all who visit the site will use the single large car park beneath the 

proposed supermarket.  

• It is not clear whether the use of the car park will be free, and if so, for how long.  

• The car park is not overlooked, raising concerns about its safety. There is no indication of 

24/7 manned control of access and exit.  
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• It is not on the same level as some of the retail units.  

• There is effectively no parking alongside the retail units, and this raises the likelihood that 

some users will prefer to use local streets. 

• Experience suggests that a Controlled Parking Zone will be necessary in neighbouring 

streets to prevent preferential or overspill parking. 

• The proposed hotel will surely need controlled and gated parking as part of its offering to 

customers. 

• There are potential safety issues relating to the parking of delivery vehicles for the retail 

units fronting West Way alongside that frontage. 

• There are currently a large number of parents with children attending Botley School who 

park in the various West Way car parks while dropping off or picking up their children. 

Those parents are not able to park in either Elms Road or Poplar Road (both no public 

parking) and so many will need to park in the new development site, and need to be catered 

for in the calculations of car park spaces required. During the construction phase there will 

certainly be instances of these people parking on other local roads and this issue does not 

seem to have been taken into consideration. It should also be noted that recent and ongoing 

expansion of student numbers attending Botley School will further exacerbate this problem. 

 

Safety 

It appears that there will be several entrances to the blocks of student rooms, making it relatively 

easy for undesirable people to gain access through one of the many entrances. This contrasts 

with (a) normal student hostels, where rooms are grouped in small numbers, each group having 

separate access, allowing the inhabitants to get to know each other and do a degree of self-

policing, and (b) hotels and apartment hotels, where access is normally limited to one main 

entrance which is continually manned. 

Design 

Placing the library and the replacement for Seacourt Hall at one end of the site, separated from 

the main shopping area, reduces the accessibility to these major community assets, and implies 

that there will only be room for them if Field House and Vale House are knocked down.   

Materials 

The materials proposed for the multi-storey blocks do not relate to the dominant brick used 

elsewhere in the area. The effect is of an unimaginative slab office block design that has been 

broken up randomly by different coloured facades.     

Crime and community safety 

The lack of overlooking of the car park has already been mentioned as a feature that will not 

discourage crime against vehicles or persons in the car park and access routes. 
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The huge number of student rooms, and the multiple entrances through which access to the 

building can be gained will make it easy for any person who can gain access to the security 

system (entrance code, swipe card etc) to move throughout the building. Student rooms, and 

possibly those for single graduates, should be grouped in separated units consisting of no more 

than 10 rooms, a communal room, and a communal kitchen. Studios and apartments should be 

treated as in a hotel, with a single, manned access. 

National Planning documents (NPPF) 

The following elements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are also of 

relevance: 

 

(1) The NPPF states in Paragraph 58 that “local planning policies and decision makers, 

should aim to ensure that developments:  

• respond to local character and history, and reflect the identity of local and surrounding 

materials, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation.” 

 

(2) Also the twelve Core Planning Principles set out in the NPPF include:  

• take account of the different roles and character of different areas, promoting the vitality of 

our main urban areas, protecting Green Belts around them, recognising the intrinsic character 

and beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural communities within it 

• conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be 

enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations.” 

 

(3)  NPPF also states in section 14 of the Introduction that “local planning authorities should 

positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area.” In this case ‘their 

area’ means the Vale of White Horse, and not any part of Oxford City. 

 

(4) NPPF paragraphs 178 to 181 deal with the area of ‘planning strategically across local 

boundaries’ and how bordering local planning authorities should cooperate with each other to 

plan for issues with cross-boundary impacts.  

 

Items (1) and (2) above are reflected in the Local Plan 2011 Policies DC1, S1 and S12 and 

relevant comments in this document under those headings plus the general sections on character 

and overdevelopment also apply here regarding failure to comply with these elements of the 

NPPF. 

 

Attempting to set up a retail centre acting as a strategic District Centre for the whole of West 

Oxford (as Doric suggest it should be viewed) would require close cooperation with Oxford City 

Council to comply with items (3) and (4) above. It is obvious from the response of Oxford City 

Council to this planning application that VWHDC have made absolutely no attempt to cooperate 

with them and involve them in the production of these plans, or consider seriously the potential 

impact of the new development on nearby areas of Oxford City. There is therefore a lack of 

compliance with these elements of the NPPF.     

 

 

28 March 2014 


